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Abstract 

The Public Library created a great impact on human mind and human society. With the 

advancement of human progress, Books proliferated and through books millions go t educated. 

Education brought about further changes. The first change was the change in the mind set. 

Humanity now acquired power of reasoning and the value of rationality and they no longer would 

submit to superstition and dogmatism. Thus the dissemination of knowledge among the people in 

quickest possible time was made possible through printed book. Knowledge now could be diffused 

to the millions thanks to the open access Public Library. Monopoly on knowledge was cracked 

down. A new world order was ushered in different part s of the world with the new thought s. 

Books transcend expressions of social activity and ethos of civilization. It leads people from 

‘instinct to inspiration,’ arouses spirit of enquiry and quest for the sublime. They create feelings of 

togetherness – leading unto 16 the path of revolution. Books can make an individual knowledge 

rich. In fine the widespread knowledge sharing promotes one to maximize public benefit. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

However there is incredible comparability 

between the societal reaction to open 

library among the general population of 

England and India albeit Indian Society 

never unfavorably responded to people 

in general library idea. Or maybe open 

libraries were welcome in the general 

public and individuals everywhere 

promised their support for open library 

development [1]. 

Here a question may be asked 

legitimately.  

Why open library development got a 

smooth sail in India not just that the 

development handed over all down to 

earth reason a social development lets 

discover the reply. Open library in Assam 

was established in 1835 Contribution in 

broad daylight library activity helped 

young people create socio-political 

authority aptitude and sorting out 

capacity. Open library used to breed 
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ground for future pioneers. Besides, a 

library gives degree to proceeding with 

training on plenty of subjects. Libraries 

would s tore adequate number of 

energetic written works and even 

prohibited books were accessible 

covertly. Additionally, amid the Raj 

numerous Indians changed their fortune 

by getting to be business people. Various 

"Swadeshi" undertakings appeared at the 

activities of the informed Indians. In any 

case, as open library in India now has 

turned out to be half bureaucratic and 

half political organization. W hen the new 

high mechanical request abrasively made 

effect on techno based social change all 

inclusive books perusing propensity will 

undoubtedly endure [2]. 

2. ROLE OF PUBLIC LIBRARY IN 

KNOWLEDGE SOCIETY 

The Public Library is regarded in the all 

inclusive community's association. It is 

neighborhood portal to data that gives 

major condition to life learning and 

supports the social advancement of the 

individual and social accumulations. 

Individuals when all is said in done library 

offers organizations to all paying little 

mind to age, sex, cast, religion, 

instruction, and social reviews, by and 

large, all customer get the material 

important to their necessities and 

prerequisites in the general Public library 

[3]. The institution of library takes key 

charge in the following three primary 

spheres of development in respect of 

education, culture and information.  

An instrument of education: Instruction 

is the sole gadget that makes cognizance 

and consciousness of advancement in a 

country. From expanding the brain, 

otherworldly undertone and honest drive 

to spreading data and utilizing that same 

data for the individual and expert 

improvement, instruction encourages the 

procedure of individual arousing. 

Facilitator of cultural Growth: At the 

onset of its origin, library was not 

acknowledged as an institution, it was 

rather considered as a social body run by 

few groups for the purpose of 

transmission of knowledge and 

awareness. Since ages, library has been 

playing an incessant role in building a 

connection of intellect and outlook 

between the readers beyond the 

restriction of border, inhibition, linguistic 

and cultural differences. 
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Advocate of information based 

society:It's through the blast of data that 

the advancement of the country from 

political, financial and social front got to 

be distinctly conceivable, the firs t force 

for which was gotten by the library 

framework. For each general public to 

exceed expectations, the key lies in its 

capacity to transmission and usage of 

data. Just through the death of right data 

a general public can blossom with 

achievement. 

Changing concept of libraries - Since a 

long stretch of the firs t century of library 

foundations, the materials were just 

accessible in single duplicates , as the way 

toward replicating was difficult and 

materials fitting for safeguarding weren't 

enough accessible. 

3. OBJECTIVE OF THE STUDY 

The primary present review is 

experimental in nature and is completed 

to know the effect of outsourcing on the 

library exercises and administrations in 

Science and Technology libraries. Exact 

Research is led to test a speculation by 

perception, examination and 

confirmations. The primary goal of 

present review is:  

 To discover the necessities of 

the libraries in Assam.  

 Present the present library 

situation in Assam with unique 

reference to Public Libraries 

on the creating social orders.  

 To discover the significance of 

library in social orders of 

Assam.  

 To propose and suggest 

measures for the change of 

State and District Libraries in 

the state. 

4. REVIEW OF LITERATURE 

K. R. Rao (1980) [4] discusses the impact 

of increasing expenses of books on the 

change of the library. The survey reveals 

how suitable use of existing resources 

and change of existing organizations can 

help in vanquishing the issues made in 

view of the increasing expenses of books.  

SerwerHossain (1981) [5] depicts rapidly 

the recommendations/discernments 

concerning library advancement given in 

various reports/arranges presented now 

and again. The audit also indicates that 

none of these was totally realized in light 

of the nonappearance of advantages and 
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foresight concerning the organization 

coordinators.  

RamansuLahiri and B. B. Pradhan (1987) 

[6] highlight the advancement and 

change of the periodical range of 

Manipur University Library in the midst of 

1973-87.  

T.Y. Mallaiah and K. K. Badani (1995) [7] 

attempt to dismember the improvement 

of Mangalore University Library. The 

paper highlights the point and goals of 

the library, library client and opening 

hour of the library.  

AfifaRahman (1997) [8] highlights the 

establishment of National Library of 

Bangladesh, National Archives of 

Bangladesh, Public Libraries, Academic 

Libraries and Special Libraries and their 

activities. 

5. PUBLIC LIBRARIES IN ASSAM 

O fall the North-Eastern States Assam has 

the most potential for improvement of 

Public Library development. Primarily to 

follow reasons, Assam has a deep rooted 

convention of solid artistic development. 

In spite of being a littler etymological 

gathering (generally amassed in 

Brahmaputra Valley in Assam). W e have 

as of now talked about that Assamese 

writing is one of the wealth t written 

works in India being advanced with 

various effective artists, authors and 

writers of them many sacked prestigious 

national honors [9]. There is no deficiency 

of effective creator in contemporary 

Assamese writing. There has dependably 

been a star national estimation won in 

each Assamese personality that is 

amiable for the development and 

advancement of its workmanship and 

writing if channelized through an 

inventive way. Inspire of that Assamese 

book market is presently extending, the 

development is not tasteful for the 

absence of due government support. 

March of Public Libraries 

There are 41 District and Sub-divisional 

library in Assam. The library directorate 

asserts authoritatively that normal every 

day perusing reaction in 41 area s and 

sub-divisional libraries are in the vicinity 

of 20 and 1921. Al however I have not 

gone by and by District Library, Kokrajhar 

with 1921 day by day perusers as 

asserted yet i t is hard to acknowledge 

the figure without confirmation. There is 

no explanation behind a little District 

Library like Kokrajhar having 1921 day by 
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day peruses. Indeed, even day by day 

borrowers in the District Library, 

Guwahati don't surpass 67 individuals. 

The insights of open library in Assam 

provided by the library experts are 

encased [10]. 

STATISTICS ON PUBLIC LIBRARIES IN 

Assam 2001 – 2011 Source: 

The Library directorate, Govt. of Assam. 
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Library for Handicapped Assam library 

directorate has set up a Resource Centre 

for the variously challenged people at the 

premises of the District Library. There are 

brail books for visually challenged 

persons and a wheel chair has been kept 

for the psychically handicapped to 

negotiate into the corner. Some 

reference books including various 

volumes of book of knowledge include 

their accession list. 

6. THE ROLE OF ALL ASSAM BOOK 

PUBLISHERS 

Assam has an extremely solid 

distributer's gathering called All Assam 

Publishers and Book Sellers Association. 

The most estimable work of the affiliation 

is holding North-East Book Fair 

throughout the previous 14 years. In any 

case, the book reasonable was part 

couple of years back and a dissenter 

assemble rose and has been holding a 

different book reasonable along these 

lines making advance on the book 

advancement [11]. 

It must be noticed that even 20 years 

back Assamese perusing open used to be 

authority of unique Bengali writing and 

every single Bengali book conveyed to 

the Guwahati Book Fairs by the 

renowned Bengali distributers would all 

be sold out. The present era, Assamese 

users are not happy with Bengali and 

Hindi. So, Bengali books are purchased 

generally by the Bengalese. With the 

support of English medium schools in 

Assam more youthful eras incline toward 

English books to Assamese. This has been 

reflected in our study. Upwards of 65.8% 

respondent s educated that their 

exclusive agreeable dialect 381 was 

Assamese. Next decision was English. The 

same number of 24 respondents would 

like to peruse just English books. So the 

decision of Bengali books come down to 

7 just (17.07%). Just a single individual 

favored Hindi [12]. 

No time for book reading  

Now I will conclude my speech through 

discussing the result of the survey in brie 

f. As I have discovered, the continuous 

exposure to television and internet are 

snatching away the tradition of book 

reading, by making the process of 

research easier and diminishing the 

amount of time one needed to dedicate 

on reading earlier. While visiting schools I 

found that the majority of student s 
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never read Bankim Chandra and more 

than 60% of students couldn't write a 

single name of book written by 

RabindraNath Tagore or Sarat Chandra 

Chatterjee. 

Where are those book loving kids gone? 

The children's library built by Raja Ram 

Mohan Roy establishment in Guwahati, is 

magnificently set with satisfactory 

materials, however the curator is s till 

holding up child bibliophiles to arrive. 

Book perusing, 485 like any awful or great 

propensity, should be worked in early 

adolescence, at exactly that point the 

young can be moved back to perusing. 

This without a doubt is a test for now in 

light of the fact that in our childhood, we 

didn't have such dis pulling forces starting 

today. We had no other wellspring of 

insight other than books. Many parent s 

used to think those days, a novel would 

ruin a child. Be that as it may, as should 

be obvious today, youngsters get ruined 

for not perusing books! The 17 years of 

age kid who is blamed for ruthlessly 

assaulting the young lady in a moving 

transport in Delhi he clearly hasn't 

perused any book ever. A numerous 

alternatives are accessible wherever 

today to spoil a youthful personality. Just 

a book can now guarantee to keep a kid 

recuperate thy and fit. 

7. CONCLUSION 

In the conclusion, 60% respondent s said 

they read generally in English and a 

simple rate of books (shifted from 10% to 

30%) in Hindi or any vernacular dialect, 

while 4o% respondent s uncovered they 

read "just" English works and no other 

dialect. This little study uncovers in brief 

a man and lady can keep up perusing 

propensities despite seemingly 

insurmountable opposition. 

Digitization and on line theft are eating 

into worldwide book deals. In any case, 

while deals are falling somewhere else 

they are ascending in India. So the shout 

that has been brought about book 

industry up in doldrums might be some 

base on personal stake bunches passing 

wish about books to their greatest 

advantage. It could be a moderate 

development by library. In the event that 

any decay is seen that is noticeable in 

library development. Open libraries in 

West Bengal, Tripura and Assam are 

presently a 'debilitated industry', tired 

because of need of appropriate adjusting 
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by the Government and Society all in all. 

Any undertaking jars no t live longer 

without opportune intercession by 

proper experts. 
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